
Our company is hiring for a manager AML. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for manager AML

Support the Regional Head of GRA FCC by provision of subject matter
expertise in delivering key AML Transaction Monitoring and Sanctions
Screening objectives
Support business analysis for FCC AML Systems, Technology and Data
Integrity projects throughout model validation and day to day TM and
Sanctions system analytics support, which may include authoring data
requirements, reviewing key technical documentation and documenting data
usage for all technology projects
Monitor, support and communicate progress or findings arising from GRA
FCC oversight as directed by the Head of AML
Collaborate with other AML groups in the identification and assessments of
risks
Develop batch data processing applications from the ground up using a
modern technology stack such as Spark, Hbase, Gremlin and Elasticsearch
Work closely with compliance department to identify changes to legislation,
rules or industry guidance to ensure that the business meets its statutory
obligations and internal requirements in respect to the prevention of money
laundering
Support the execution of the regulatory change management process by
tracking the completion of related action items
Assist the International Compliance team in the identification of new and
emerging risks from business and regulatory developments, and prepare
presentation materials to communicate these findings
Assist the International Compliance team in the identification, tracking and
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Provide support to the International Compliance team in the development &
deployment of compliance training for employees, and track training
participation progress

Qualifications for manager AML

Controls mindset which is evident by adherence to controls and standards
Proven history of success working in a team environment
Strong knowledge of the project life cycle and ability to understand project
and prioritize tasks with minimal input from Business Operations Managers
Knowledge of Project Management tools like Microsoft Visio and Project
Working knowledge of Cayman and US AML
Needs experience in financial fraud management, preferably payment
sanctions or AML, with a focus on governance & control, operations
enhancement, policy implementation, and process assurance


